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Heterosexual

Steal This
Magazine It Can't Rain All
The Time Stupid, Worthless, No Good Goddamn Freeloading Son Of A Bitch Retarded
Big Mouthed Know It All Asshole Jerk You Forgot Ugly, Lazy And Disrespectful Shut
Up Bitch Go Fix Me A Turkey Pot Pie Come On You Know You Want To Snalf It's
Backwards For Flans Of Course M-O-O-N That Spells Flans Nice Hat Acronym All You
Ever Do Is Fuck My Mother And Eat Our Food Food Eater Mother Fucker Yeah, Uhm,
Nice Hat I Think I Have To Go Now I've Got A Date Or Something No One's Looking
Come On Do It Are You A Slacker And My Time Is A Piece Of Wax Falling On The
Termite That's Choking On The Splinter My Name's Todd I'm A Fox I'm Copper I'm
A Hound Dog The Duke's Not Dead He's Frozen And When We Find A Cure For Cancer
We're Gonna Thaw The Duke Out And He's Gonna Be Pretty Pissed Off You Know Why
Have You Ever Taken A Cold Shower Well Multiply That By Fifteen Million Times And
That's How Pissed Off The Duke's Gonna Be Come On I Dare You To Steal It Welcome To
The Weiner Snitzel Can I Take Your Order Why Don't You Like Me It's Not Just A
Word Anymor What About You Dad Fuck You No Dad What About You Fuck You No
Dad What About You FUCK YOU Bam! The Sun Is A Mass Of Incandescent Gas Hello
Lemonhead And She Only Comes When She's On Top Don't Panic Master Joe May I Go
Now Ungad No More Rhymes, I Mean It Anybody Want A Peanut? They Do It All The
Time Yeah Yeah It'll Be Cool To Steal From My Heart And From My Hands Why Don't
People Understand My Intentions Everyone's Doing It All That She Wants Is Another
Baby She'll Be Gone Tomorrow He Could Go All The Way But He Doesn't Do It Do It Do
It!!!

Editor's Note:
There probably aren't very many people who don't already know the bad news. On April
8th, 1994, a person I admire very much died of a self-inflicted gunshot would at age 27.
I know you probably already heard a lot about Kurdt Cobain. I know that on MTV there
were several hours of Nirvana videos and news footage, some of which I watched. Many
newspapers have already carried several articles on it. Most people, by now have, probably, heard
about this unfortunate event.
I've admired this man since Nevermind. I admit, I had never heard of Nirvana until then. But
I grew up in a house with "classic" rock 'n roll, and that kind of "punk" music wasn't really greeted
with a lot of enthusiasm. But I eventually got a copy of Nevermind, and now own all of the Nirvana
records.
They're lyrics are important to me, because they express things I've never been able to.
They're music has a distinct sound, and I like it. I admired Kurdt because he said what he wanted to
his way, something that I have always wanted to do.
I will miss Kurdt Cobain a lot, and it is my hope that the band will be able to do something
to commemorate his work. I have done my mourning for him, and I figured that my job as a fan
was done.
Then I watched TV one day a saw an episode of The Rush Limbaugh Show, which I have
always hated. He inspired me to write the following letter:
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
April 12, 1994
Dearest Mr. Limbaugh:
I was channel surfing today after getting off of the first day of work at my McJob to find
your show on a channel I rarely watch, and out of curiosity decided to stop and watch what was left
of it. I had come in half-way through and figured that you might make a fool of yourself again and
that I might get a good laugh.
A lot of "my friends" religiously watch and listen to your show, and though I often think
that you don't even realize the stupidity of what you are saying, or the fact that most of what you say
doesn't make sense, I've learned to keep an open mind about you. I've done my homework. I have
looked at both of your books, and have learned to hate both of them after the first chapter. I have
seen your show a few times now, and this was the first time I was able to actually finish an episode.
I have also listened to your show a few times, and had trouble holding back the laughter when poor
old Bill Clinton won the election (don't get me wrong--I don't like him much either, but it was
funny, you must admit, to hear you bitch and moan about it). I don't know what "my friends" think
of you (who, by the way, own copies of both your books, transcribed on tape, and have taped
almost every episode of your show), but my opinion of you has not changed since I first heard your
show on the radio.

I really really hate your opinions, your books, your TV show, and just about everything you
stand for.
Don't get me wrong, you are a talented man. You really do a good job of staying on top of
the news, and are very informed about current events. I like that in a person and appreciate that
there are still a few of us in this world that actually take the time to read the paper and watch the
news. It is sad to see that you don't always get the facts straight, but I admit that I don't read or
watch the news as much as I should, and have been caught unaware of many issues. But you are
always aware, or at least informed, of what is going on even if you get the facts wrong.
You are also a funny man. Have you thought of doing stand-up? You have the ability to
take a situation and exploit the humorous side of it, which is difficult to do for some people. The
tabloid with you shaking hands with the aliens was a good example. When you stick to something
that isn't totally against every fiber of my beliefs, then I do laugh.
However, when you began to talk about the death of Kurdt Cobain, well, I was not laughing,
and was, how do you say it?, really fucking pissed off.
My name is G.M., and I am the editor of a magazine called A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. I.t.'s. N.o.t.
J.u.s.t. A. W.o.r.d. A.n.y.m.o.r. published by A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. I.t.'s. N.o.t. J.u.s.t. A. W.o.r.d.
A.n.y.m.o.r. publications in association with Blasphuphmus Press Ltd. I am a writer, first and
foremost, and work at McDonald's to help finance my cause. In my writing career, I have read a lot
of work by many different people, but Kurdt Cobain's writing was very important to me because it
helped me see and understand things about myself that no one else could. To say things about him
on your show in such a way that you did made me feel as if you were writing me off, and the people
like me, in one clean swoop. Insulting us all does not solve the problem, but merely creates hate
mail, as you can plainly see.
From your attitude, it does not sound as if you were ever a teenager. I am eighteen now and
I have been through more shit than I ever want to. Did you ever have to put up with peer pressure?
I have. If you don't comply, you are "cast out" and left with no friends. It's a tough life we lead.
Does any of this ring a bell with you? Were you ever in that kind of situation?
I admit I haven't been drug free. I am a heavy smoker and am addicted to caffeine.
However, that doesn't mean I can't see the problem either. I really feel that drug use is a problem
for some people, and for others something that should be avoided entirely. However, in Mr.
Cobain's case, he complained of an illness that supposedly caused him tremendous stomach pains
that hurt to the point in which he could not get out of bed, and it hurt to eat. He said it felt like he
was dying. If you were unable to eat (which, judging by your looks, would be bad enough to make
you turn to anything) and was bedridden, constantly in pain, would you not look for a way to soothe
the pain? That, in my mind, does not make Kurdt Cobain's drug use "okay" to me, but explains his
reasoning to me, which is good enough. On the other hand, maybe he just wanted to have fun. Do
you judge a man by what he does in his spare time, or by how he impacts the world around him?
I am now friends with many so-called "social deviants." I guess I am one, for that matter.
But in High School, what happens to me when I decide to do something that I think is right, and no
one else agrees with me? Cast out again, Mr. Limbaugh. I spent all of my school years virtually

friendless because I was a "nerdy writer" and tried to "stand up" for what I believed in. You try
going through those years in your life without many friends, while living with one very out of touch
parent, and see how you turn out. You'll probably become friends with so-called "social deviants"
too.
How many times have you been in love? Do you remember your first? For some reason,
it's hard for me to remember what love is. I've been hurt by it every time I thought I was in it.
Without fail, I would develop these feelings that I had no control over, and get hurt with them in
ways I thought were not possible, each time a little worse. It's hell. Of course, do you know what
it's like to have someone you care about hurt you? Probably not, judging by your attitude.
Do you know what it's like to try to maintain good grades when that's all you've ever had
going for you in life when that kind of shit is happening to you?
Have you ever found out that your mother is homosexual and had to deal with the shit
people throw at you when they hear about it? I didn't mind her choice at all. I thought her decision
was her's and not mine to deal with. Sometimes I feel like I may be attracted to guys, though I
wouldn't, I don't think, have sex with a man. But back to the subject at hand. When the Measure 9
ballot was going around in Oregon, many of the people I had actually began to be "friends" with felt
that Measure 9 should be voted yes on, "friends" that are also the same people that follow your
show religiously (that's odd). They all wanted to vote Yes very badly and all wished that they were
old enough to vote. I was really upset to hear this, knowing that people I thought I was "friends"
with would just as soon beat up my mother, rather than try to get to know what she's like
underneath. Do you know what it's like to hear about your brother getting beaten up EVERY
SINGLE DAY because people at our school disagreed with his point of view?
Have you ever been homeless? My mom kicked me out of her house because I was too
wrapped up in my own life that I made the mistake of not wanting to attend family affairs. My
brother stood up for me and was thrown out as well. Have you ever lived on the streets for three
months of your life, not knowing where your next meal or bed was coming from, with no money,
and nowhere to go?
I doubt you have. I doubt you know what any of that is like.
Well I'm back on my feet now, no thanks to any conservatives I know, and lots of thanks to
my father, who is now more in my life than I can remember, and a bit concerned for my well-being.
But for a while life was very hellish for me. In the time between living with my father and the end
of my homelessness I eventually got my own apartment, started college on my own, got a few
different jobs (on top of editing this magazine) on my own, and was supporting my brother.
That, however, all went down the tubes eventually. How many 18 year olds do you know
that can juggle school, work, bills, technical guardianship of a hellraiser, not to metion the attempts
at somewhat of a socail life? When I was at the end of my rope, I made plans to move in with my
dad and my brother moved in with a friend. I spent a few weeks recuperating, and now my
magazine is back in semi-working order, and I have another new job (again, no thanks to
conservatives).

Through all of that, there was Nirvana, the band, that helped me understand some of the
shit Kurdt was going through because I was going through some of the same shit, and helped me
get through those tough times.
Now you can say what you want to say on your show because you will anyway. But if you
are saying that because I have, at times in the past, felt suicidal and that it was not the fault of the
situation I was in, then I think you need to rethink your opinion about that, and while you're at it all
of your opinions. I never once thought, "Hey man, my life is going nowhere, I'll start to feel suicidal
and that will get me some attention and then I'll feel better," or, "Gosh, the world is fucked up, I'll
just kill myself and blame it on society." But after a while the shit starts to pile up, and for many
people, not just me, depression is natural, not a choice. Fortunately, I never attempted, but I did
think about it a lot.
I don't think that killing himself was necessary, but I will never know what Kurdt was going
through in his life. I can only guess by what he put in his art. But I respected the man for his work,
and for the fact that his band made it and I never got to start one in high school. The least you
could do is be considerate of people that respect the man, and try not to air anymore negative shit
about him.
I'm inclosing the lyrics to the two biggest Nirvana albums, Nevermind and In Utero. If you are
too ignorant to realize that there is a message in those lyrics, one that many people associate with
and find important, then maybe if they're written out so you can see them (have someone help you
with the words longer than two syllables because you might pronounce them wrong or define them
wrong) the meaning will jump out at you. I admit it takes an ear for music to hear some of the
lyrics, but then again, you probably think it's just noise and say, "Turn that crap down!" when you
hear it.
I'm not going to thank you for reading this letter. You probably won't thank me for writing
it, and if you have actually read it, you're probably really pissed off by now anyway. That's okay,
everyone can have their own opinion in this world, I know I do, and you're entitled to be pissed off
if you really want to be.
Even if your opinion offends the staff on my magazine, and the staff of Blasphuphmus
Press Ltd., and all of my new "cast out" friends, and quite a few of the other people I know,
everyone in the music industry that ever supported Nirvana, me personally, my brothers, a guy
named Steve, etc....
Good Night.
--G.M.
P.S. Are you interested in reading a copy of my magazine? It only costs a dollar, plus postage. Try
it. I'm sure it'll have lots of liberal views in it that you won't like. You could nationally boycott it on
your show! But then again, we use words like, "individuality," and deal with ideas that might be

misconstrued by Conservatives, so you might not like to read all of it. Maybe just look at the
pictures.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
I realize I am a bit long winded, but I do have a point, and here it is:
A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. is now the base for an official, "We Hate Rush Limbaugh" club in
commemoration of the annoying bullshit he said about Kurdt on his show. If you would like to
join, membership is free. Just write to me and complain about the asshole and we'll consider you a
good man.
Well, now that I've thoroughly pissed off some people, here's the magazine. The address is
yet again different (I know you're probably sick of this shit, but hey, I can't help it). Just don't get
caught with an issue of this magazine. By now, I'm sure the F.B.I. has a file on me, and you
wouldn't want to be involved now, would you.
A moment of silence of Kurdt.
Thank you. Take care of yourself.
A.C.R.O.N.Y.M., Inc.
8137 N. Willamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
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Why For A Girl
by James Stegall
III.
The sun glared on the white concrete. The dragon crouched atop a steel air-conditioning
unit, watching me with its bloody eyes. I approached warily, pike up.
The dragon licked its lips agreeably. "What makes you love her?"
"I thought we were getting down to business," I said in a low voice.
"You're a determined one, aren't you?"
"When it comes to this, I am." I menaced the lizard with the tip of my pike.
"When it comes to killing dragons--or when it comes to winning Maryel's hand?"
The dragon watched the weapon with cool equanimity.
"Why are you so curious?" I asked.
"Nothing wrong with curiosity for curiosity's sake," the beast answered.
"It wastes a lot of time," I said.
"It wouldn't if you would answer me."
"Fine," I said. Slamming the butt of the pike on the ground, I looked fixedly at the dragon.
"I can't explain why I love her. For some reason I get a thril when I see her--when I'm near her. I
couldn't explain it, but I love her. She's a girl, and boys are supposed to love girls and suck up to
their fathers and beat out other boys to get in better with the girl. That's the way it is and I don't
feel like challenging the tradition." Snatching up my pike, I aimed its tip at the lizard.
The dragon looked at me disgustedly. "You don't know anything," it snarled. "You are
really a very shallow, lazy person."
"Yes," I agreed impatiently. "Let's fight now."
"Wait."
"What?" I cried insanely.
"Was I right," the dragon asked soothingly, "when I described Mary?--the physical part I
mean, not the future part." The beast's stoplight eyes followed me eagerly.
I nodded equitably. "Pretty much right on," I told it.
"Well," the lizard said. "At least her looks are worth it--"
The dragon came at me.
To Be Continued…
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Barren Wilderness
Arid wastelands
lust for the sea,
yearning to be quenched with showers of rain.
Lonely and abandoned.
These deserts would cry
if only they could find a single teardrop.
Enduring the hardships of the hounding sun,
they survive in hope that a lonesome gray cloud
would drift above the air of suffering.
They mourn throughout the vast acres of death,
echoing shouts of hopelessness within.
Not a soul should listen.
Every breath howls the hell of heat and horror,
Hoping, hoping, hoping...
--Cheris F. Woolever

Breaking
by Robbie Wolfard
© 1993 Insects From Hell
So your sitting on a bench
In a park somewhere
Your thinking about what happened
Thinking about what it's all about
When it happens again
Only this time it's not real
Over and over
In your mind
And your almost used to it
Now it's a part of you
It's only going to get worse
And you know it will
Because of you
or maybe not
And it won't change
Unless you change it
For good,
Don't get too attached
Or you'll feel the pain
Or think you will
You might deserve the pain
If nothing changes
Because everytime it's the same
And I'm getting awfully fucking sick of it all

And that makes it fair
Or maybe not
If you know
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NAAAAAAHHHHGHAHAHHK!!!!!!!!
(oR, tHE rEALLY wEIRD sTORY tHAT i cAN’T rEMEMBER wHAT tHE tITLE iS)
BY aUSTIN rICH
pART iii.
dINNER WAS QUIET AND RUSHED. nOTHING VERY INTERESTING CAME UP
IN THE CONVERSATION, AND BOTH aUSTIN AND nANCY DODGED gABRIAL’S
QUESTIONS LIKE A DISEASE, A VERY DEADLY DISEASE.
“sERIOUSLY THOUGH, WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?” gABRIAL ASKED.
“yOU MEAN THE STORY?” aUSTIN SPAT.
“yES, THE STORY.”
“wELL…” aUSTIN QUICKLY GLANCED AT nANCY, AND SAID, “iT’S A VISUAL
INTERPRETATION OF WHAT, AFTER A PERSON HAS WORKING VERY HARD ON A
STORY OR ANYTHING ELSE ON A COMPUTER, MAY BE RETRIEVED WHEN THE
FILE GETS SCRAMBLED.”
“eXCUSE ME? yOU’RE JOKING, RIGHT?” sOMETHING ABOUT THE GLANCES
THEY EXCHANGED TOLD HIM THAT WASN’T IT.
“nO. oNCE i TYPED A STORY THAT WAS SIXTY PAGES LONG. i LOST MOST
OF IT. tHE REST WAS GARBLED NONSENSE.”
nANCY REPLIED, “wOW. tHAT MUST HAVE BEEN HELLISH.”
“yEAH,” aUSTIN SAID, AND THEN SIGHED.
gABRIAL FELT POSITIVE NOW; NOT A WORD OF IT WAS TRUE. “tHAT CAN’T
BE IT; THERE’S GOT TO BE MORE TO IT.”
“i’M AFRAID NOT. iT IS WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE: GARBLED NONSENSE AT ITS
BEST,” WAS ALL HE SAID.
tHIS TIME, gABRIAL GAVE BOTH nANCY AND aUSTIN A SUSPICIOUS LOOK.
tHEY WERE LYING; HE KNEW IT.
“lISTEN. i DON’T WANT TO SOUND LIKE AN ASSHOLE BUT i DON’T BELIEVE
EITHER OF YOU.”
“gABRIAL!” nANCY SHOUTED.
“hEY. jUST HEAR ME OUT. sINCE i FOUND THAT FAX YOU’VE BEEN ACTING
PRETTY WEIRD nANCY. aND EVER SINCE YOU SHOWED UP,” gABRIAL THEN
POINTED AT aUSTIN, “i’VE BEEN SUSPICIOUS OF THIS PIECE OF WRITING OF
YOURS. yOU MAY BE TRYING TO PULL SOMETHING OVER ON ME, BUT i’VE
NOTICED THE LOOKS YOU’VE BEEN GIVING EACH OTHER.”
nANCY GAVE aUSTIN A PANICKED LOOK. “i DON’T CARE WHAT THIS IS
ABOUT, i JUST WANT TO KNOW WHY YOU’RE TRYING TO HIDE THIS FROM ME.
wHAT HAVE i DONE?”
nANCY LOWERED HER HEAD INTO HER ARMS AND aUSTIN SAID TO
gABRIAL, “i GUESS IT IS KIND OF UNFAIR TO BE DOING THIS TO YOU, BUT IT IS
NECESSARY. iF i WAS TO TELL YOU WHAT HAS TRANSPIRED, THEN THERE’S NO
4

TELLING WHO MAY FIND OUT. fOR ALL WE KNOW, YOU’RE A SUPER-POWERED
HUMAN, TOO.”
“eXCUSE ME? wHAT IS GOING ON?” gABRIAL YELLED.
nANCY GOT UP AND PUT HER HAND ON gABRIAL’S MOUTH. “lISTEN, i’VE
KNOWN YOU FOR FIVE YEARS NOW. wE’VE BEEN GOOD FRIENDS AND i DON’T
WANT TO JEOPARDIZE THAT. bUT WE CAN’T TELL YOU BECAUSE IF WE DO, IT
COULD MEAN OUR LIVES.”
“iF YOU’RE IN TROUBLE, i MIGHT BE ABLE TO HELP. tHE POLICE MAY BE
ABLE TO…” BUT gABRIAL WAS CUT OFF.
“tHE POLICE WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO HELP. fOLLOW ME INTO THE LIVING
ROOM,” AND THEN aUSTIN BURST THROUGH THE DOOR TO IT.
tHEY ALL SAT ON THE COUCH AND aUSTIN BEGAN TO REVEAL THE TALE
TO gABRIAL.
“a FEW YEARS BACK i WROTE A STORY ABOUT SOME COMIC BOOK SUPERHEROES. iT WAS REALLY GOOD AND i FIGURED IT WOULD SELL, SO i PROPOSED
THE IDEA TO dc cOMICS iNC. i SENT OFF THE LETTER AND WAS TOLD TO WAIT
THREE OR FOUR MONTHS.
“a YEAR LATER IT STILL HADN’T RETURNED.
“i WROTE THE COMPANY A SERIES OF LETTERS AND NONE OF THEM WERE
ANSWERED. i BEGAN TO GET SO FRUSTRATED THAT i DIDN’T KNOW WHAT ELSE
TO DO. tHEN, i MET A MAN THAT COULD WORK MORE WONDERS WITH A
COMPUTER THAN i HAVE EVER SEEN. hE WAS A COMPUTER HACKER.
“i WON’T TELL YOU HIS NAME OR ANY DETAILS OF OUR FRIENDSHIP, BUT
HE SUGGESTED THAT WE ‘HACK’ INTO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM AT dc. iT
SEEMED FUTILE, BUT IT WORKED, AND WHAT WE FOUND BLEW US AWAY.
“wE SEARCHED THE ENTIRE COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR ANY MENTIONINGS
OF MY STORY AND FOUND ONLY ONE. uNDER THE NAME jONATHAN pRICE, THE
NAME OF MY SUPER-HERO, THE SCREEN CAME UP AND SHOWED US A
CLASSIFIED RIBBON ACROSS THE TOP, AND A PASSWORD WAS REQUESTED.
lATER WE REALIZED THAT THE PASSWORD WAS CONSTANTLY CHANGING,
BEING CREATED BY A RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR. wE HAD A LITTLE OVER
A SECOND TO FIND THE PASSWORD EACH TIME IT CHANGED. tHE ONLY REAL
WAY TO GET IN WAS TO INSERT A DISC WITH THE PROGRAM THAT SHUTS DOWN
THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR. tO DO THAT, YOU HAVE TO BE ON THE
INSIDE.
“wE WERE PUZZLED ABOUT WHAT COULD BE CLASSIFIED ABOUT MY
STORY, SO WE DID SOME MORE RESEARCH. tO OUR ASTONISHMENT, A
GOVERNMENT COMPUTER WE WERE ABLE TO HACK INTO HAD THE EXACT
SAME FILE AS THE dc COMPUTER.”
“cURIOUSER AND CURIOUSER,” REMARKED gABRIAL.
“yEAH. aNYWAY, WE BEGAN TO GET DEEPER, AND FOUND A
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GOVERNMENT COVER-UP BIGGER THAN THE j.f.k. ASSASSINATION. tHE u.s.
gOVERNMENT HAS BEEN EMPLOYING AND LOCATING SUPER-POWERED
HUMANS TO DO THEIR DIRTY WORK FOR THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS. iT TURNS
OUT, THERE REALLY IS A PERSON NAMED jONATHAN pRICE.”
gABRIAL SAT WITH HIS MOUTH OPEN. wHAT COULD HE SAY?
“aFTER i DISCOVERED THIS, i DECIDED TO EXPOSE THE gOVERNMENT BY
WRITING A STORY ABOUT IT. tO MAKE IT REAL, i TAPPED INTO THE
GOVERNMENT COMPUTERS AND BORROWED SOME INFORMATION, USING THEIR
OWN CODE TO GET IT OUT SO THAT THEY WOULDN’T KNOW ANYONE KNEW
WHAT IT SAID, EVEN IF THEY KNEW IT WAS GONE. tHE NONSENSE THAT CAME
ACROSS YOUR FAX MACHINE IS, IN ALL ACTUALITY, A CODED MESSAGE.”
gABRIAL WAS STILL SPEECHLESS.
“nANCY HAS BEEN PROOFREADING MY STORY, AND i WANTED HER TO SEE
THE CODE SO SHE COULD KNOW THAT i’D DONE IT. nOW, AS SOON AS nANCY
FINISHES PROOFREADING, THE STORY WILL BE READY.”
fINALLY gABRIAL WAS ABLE TO MOUTH,
“tHAT’S INCREDIBLE.”
“nOW, SWEAR ON YOUR LIFE YOU
WON’T TELL ANYONE gABRIAL,” INSISTED
nANCY.
“nANCY. aFTER TODAY, i’LL BE LUCKY IF
i CAN EVEN REMEMBER WHAT i’VE HEARD.”
aT THAT MOMENT, THE BOOKSHELF IN
THE CORNER OF THEIR LIVING ROOM GAVE
OUT, AND A LARGE MAN WITH BLACK HAIR
AND A BLACK BODYSUIT BURST INTO THE
ROOM. gABRIAL STOOD UP OUT OF REFLEX
AND nANCY DOVE FOR THE KITCHEN.
aUSTIN STOOD UP, RAN TOWARD THE
MAN, ATTEMPTING TO PUMMEL HIM. hE
DIDN’T SUCCEED. gABRIAL STOOD
MOTIONLESS AS THE MAN APPROACHED.
“tHAT IS HOW YOU SHOULD STAND
BEFORE ME. pREPARED FOR DEATH,” THE
MAN GURGLED.
tHE BACK OF THE MAN’S HAND STRUCK
gABRIAL IN THE FACE, AND gABRIAL WAS SENT
UP INTO THE AIR, HITTING THE WALL BEHIND
THE COUCH. gABRIAL FELL TO THE COUCH,
AND BEFORE HE HIT, UNCONSCIOUSNESS HAD
OVERTAKEN HIS SOUL.
tO bE cONTINUED…
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The Pass
by Doug D. Doug

The Deep
by Thane

As they walk, the lightning flash.
The people talk about the opening bash!
Bilbo's bash.
The wind blowing, rocks falling,
AAAAARRGG!
Blew us over.
Fili and Kili found a cave.
So we fell asleep, waking up to find goblins.
"The ponies, goblins are upon us... RUN"
The flash of light, Gandalf the great wizard.
The goblins all over.
"Smash, bash, the black crack.... down down
the goblins town.... ahoy lad."

There is a blackness all around me.
Thick, smothering black masses that
crowd close to my body,
and invade my mind.
Walls of deep emptiness
surround me.
A black,
so deep, so very deep,
picks at my fragile bones
until I am in torment.
My mind shrinks away
from the coldness
that is generated by
my self-inflicted
terror.
I am comforted.

|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Endless Conflict: Bottled War II
by Chris R. DeLay
He defies me.
"What are you going to do?" He says to me.
I break down, realizing how hopeless a battle with Time is.
I cry.
I will will, but it will be an earned victory.
He does not believe in losing for the benefit of his opponent.
I must continually wage war with a force of nature.
God has put forth a servant to show this master how feeble I am.
It humbles me, but all the while I plot his downfall.
He drags his feet, going no faster than required.
This inability to speed him up drives me insane.
The little voices keep telling me how to speed him up.
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I will not snap.
I feel his presence even now, yet I defy him.
I refuse to give his twisted little mind the satisfaction of seeing me admit defeat.
This war is limited, it only afflicts me.
It makes me do something I can't: wait.
My world is always in motion; nothing remains the same for long,
Except my longing for love.
To stop my world because of it seems easy.
Unfortunately, I've got to hold my world still, too.
I can't, but must, last.
I will prevail.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Random Sentences
edited by Austin Rich
contributions by Brandon Burkeen, Jason Harris, Austin Rich & J.P. Otto
“Even from the village idiot we can learn many lessons about life… sometimes.”:
This is, unfortunately, the last sentence on this page
Wallowing in mud makes you filthy.
Gaelic is a dead language.
Goldfish aren’t fluffy even though that would be g’neat.
Don’t forget to brush your teeth.
If you pet a porcupine you get more than you bargained for.
Losing air pressure in a jet is very bad.
Are you following me?
I’m not neurotic, I just worry a lot.
Nazis, as a rule, are rather unfriendly.
Lick the underside of a slug and feel the euphoria rush thru your pelvis.
Would you like a cigarette?
This is from the mouth of the Elders and their bootlickers:
“Silliness is a silly thing, it is bad, and so are teenagers, wandering around with their genitals
unsheathed. We hope they turn to salt, hhummpphh…”
Create a world and do not demand worship and I will honor you.
Blood on my tongue, life in my heart.
Nap frequently.
Close your eyes and dream of love, war, magic and adventure.
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Q- Is there a time when the sword is the only answer?
A- No, but it’s fun to pretend there is.
This hole shouldn’t be used for any purpose whatsoever.
So don’t.
Crackers are, according to Jason, weird food.
Light bulbs can illuminate dark places.
In another time and place, this would be the last line of this paper.
That time is now; that place was there.
Humor should be served at restaurants in large bowls.
Today is any day but yesterday and tomorrow.
When the sun isn’t out, some woodland creatures become active.
One must remember that humans are, by definition, animals.
“Alternate nostril breathing,” is a term used by Mr. Perry.
However, it only means, “To breathe through alternate nostrils.”
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
The Weird Ways of Winslow Wisconsin
By Buck, Leah, Dan, and Jessica
Episode 1
We had been training all year for the event of a lifetime. Seven of us were going to climb
K2. It was called the forbidden climb. No one had yet been able to handle all of the extreme
weather changes that the mountain dealt out. We had all been training in a small town called
Killman. We slept, ate, trained, slept, ate, and trained. It was our life. Some of the local stores were
sponsoring us, but between you and me, I'm sure that no one believed that we could do it. I must
admit, we were all a little skeptic of the idea. The big climb was only three days away and everyone
in town could tell that we were all scared out of our minds. The three days seemed to fly by and
finally it was the big day. We all loaded our things into the helicopter and took to the air. We talked
about all of our fears on the way up there. I think that it was a good thing, you know, to talk as a
group. It relieved a lot of the tension that we all had. Since we had been together for so long all of
us knew when something was wrong with one of us.
Gary glanced over to Julia and said, "Lame movie, huh?"
"If I knew anything about mountain climbing I might like it," answered Julia. "Let' leave."
Gary and Julia left the movie theater and jetted over to the closest burger joint. After a
quick dinner they drove off into the forest looking for a good spot to spend some "quality time"
together. That's when things really started to get weird.
Gary has this friend who knows this guy who's sister's cousin's brother is dating a security
guard from the local city jail. One night, it was cleaning night so there was a bunch of people
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coming in and out, Gary got to tour the jail and, supposedly, offended someone that was there. This
someone is out to get revenge.
"Julia," said Gary, "stop rocking the car so much."
"That's not me," said Julia.
"Then who is it?"
At this moment the passenger side door of the car Gary and Julia were in got swung open.
The jail mate that Gary offended was standing there.
"You insulted my shirt!" yelled Tim, the offended man.
"I did not!" said Gary who was obviously frightened.
"You didn't?" asked Tim.
"NO!" shouted Gary who was in a panic.
"Oh. Sorry to disturb you. I hate having to hurt people anyway." Then with that, Tim
waltzed into the forest.
"That was weird," said Julia, "let's get out of here."
Gary and Julia drove off and went home.
Episode II
Gary's friend who knows this guy who's sister's cousin's brother was dating the security
guard was named Bill. Bill was a quiet man. He only talked when it was absolutely important or
when he could respond in only one word.
One day Bill was walking down the street not saying anything when this scary looking man
walked up to him.
"Do you know who Gary is?" asked the man.
"Yes," answered Bill.
"Does he have a girlfriend named Julia?"
"Yes," and with that Bill kept on walking.
Who was the scary man who wants to know about Gary? Why did Mickey Mouse never
wear a shirt? Two very valid questions most likely running through your head, I know Bill's thinking
about them. The answers to those questions may never be known.
Episode 3
Two weeks after she was almost scared to death by a man named Tim while on a date with
her boyfriend Gary, Julia was killed.
Her killer was a man. The only reason police have to say that her killer was male was the
fact that a man named Tim confessed to doing it and Tim has a penis. Males have penises
therefore, her killer was a male.
After killing Julia, Tim turned himself in to the police. He said he did it because Julia's
boyfriend insulted his shirt while he was in the slammer.
The police went to Gary to question him. He was with his friend Bill.
"Do you know a man named Tim?" the police asked Gary.
"I know six men named Tim and one women," said Gary. "Of course she wasn't always a
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she. She once was a he and became a she but that's not important. Why do you want to know?"
"Your girlfriend was killed by a man named Tim who says you insulted his shirt while he was
in the slammer. Is this true?"
"Yes it is, only, I thought I told Tim I was sorry?"
The police didn't know what to say to that. They needed more information, they needed
someone to crack this case, they needed Wally Wilson.
The police left.
"Do you like oranges?" Bill asked Gary.
Episode IV
Wally Wilson entered Winslow Wisconsin thinking that the case he was called here to solve
would be easy. He had no idea what he was in store for.
He gathered up everyone involved. Gary, Tim, and Bill. They all met with Wally at
Winslow's only park, Wendell Washington's waterworks park.
"Well, we are all gather here in Winslow Wisconsin at Wendell Washington's waterworks
park for one reason," said Wally.
"What?" asked everyone.
"To crack this case," answered Wally.
Gary, Bill, and Tim all looked amazed.
"We'll start with the questioning," said Wally. "Who will be willing to start?"
After a couple of rounds of paper, rock, scissors Gary was questioned first.
"Did you know Tim?" asked Wally.
"Yes," answered Gary.
"Did you insult his shirt while he was in the slammer?"
"No."
Bill received the next set of questions.
"Bill, do you talk much unless it's important?" asked Wally.
"No," answered Bill.
"Do you think a lot about strange things and then search out to find the answers?"
"Yes."
Finally, Tim got questioned.
"Do you like Gary?" asked Wally.
"No. He insulted my shirt," answered Tim.
"Do you have a family?"
"Yes, and they dress really good."
Wally did a little bit of research on the case and after two days of restless searching and
daring detective work, Wally cracked the case.
Episode 5
Wally called all that was concerned to meet at the police station.
"I bet your all wondering why I've called you here," said Wally. "Well, I'll tell you. I cracked
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the case. Tim did not kill Julia. She fell off a cliff and died."
"How do you know?" asked everyone.
"Well, after Julia and Gary watched the movie on mountain climbing, Julia decided she
wanted to know more about mountain climbing so she might enjoy that movie in the future. Julia
wanted to climb a mountain. The same day that Julia was going to climb the mountain, Bill went to
the same mountain because someone told him that Mickey Mouse kept all his shirts up on that
mountain and that was why Mickey never wore shirts. Julia ran into Bill and they started to climb
together and talk. Bill did not say much so the conversation went nowhere and that upset Julia.
Julia then said, 'Fine, don't talk to me. I'm not that important anyway.' Then Julia saw an orange
tree out on a ledge and said, 'Gary likes oranges. I think I'll get him one.' Julia then fell to her death
when she slipped on a shirt that had Mickey Mouse on it. The shirt was found with the body. Bill
saw her die but did not tell anyone because Julia told him that she was not important and Bill only
says important things."
"But that doesn't make sense," said Gary. "Tim said he killed her."
"Ah, Tim did say that. You see, that day of Julia's death Tim, who is Tim's twin brother,
went to the mountain to find Bill because Bill said he knew Gary. The Tim that was supposedly
insulted in the slammer is in Tennessee right now. This Tim with us is the other Tim's twin only
this Tim loves the way his family dresses. When he caught wind of Gary insulting his brother's shirt,
which isn't even possible because the day that Gary toured the jail was cleaning day and no one had
a shirt on because they were all getting washed, Tim wanted to get back at Gary. When Tim found
Julia's dead body, who Tim knew was Gary's girlfriend, he knew he could blame her death on him
and he could get his revenge without hurting people."
"That's brilliant!" said Gary.
"Thank you," responded Wally.
Episode VI
Wally went home the next day. Bill stopped all of his talking altogether. Tim went to the
slammer where he was insulted constantly for his attire. Gary lived to the age of 92 then he died of
cancer.
The weird ways of Winslow Wisconsin. Don't ask, it might be safer if you just wonder.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
(5/12/94)
"Chains" Of Love
A Record Review by Austin Rich
Since Alice In Chains released Jar Of Flies, their accessibility to listeners has increased,
especially since just about everyone knows that they are from that Seattle scene, and after all, if a
band's from there, you just can't go wrong.
So, people impressed by songs like "No Excuses" are turning to the older albums to see
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what Alice has put out in the past. Layne Staley and Jerry Cantrell have been the core writing team
in the past for the Sap EP and their first album, Facelift. But for the diehard Alice fan, I think the
album they should place on their CD alter should be the classic Dirt.
The first reason Dirt moves me the way it does is it's sound. If you've been digging the
"GRUUUNGGE!" sound of Pearl Jam, Nirvana, and Soundgarden, the big three when it comes to
that style, well, be prepared for a big difference. The first song on the album, "Them Bones," pretty
much says it all. The power of the instruments--note that I say "Instruments," not just the guitars or
the basses that have become the trademark so such bands, but instruments--harness the feeling of
Layne's vocals. This isn't just another angry band, mind you.
Take "Sickman," a lesser known track on the album. "What the hell am I?/Thousand eyes a
fly?/Lucky then I'd be/in one day deceased/Sickman, sickman, sickman." The musical
accompaniment, guitars that nearly resemble a warning alarm, tell me the lyricist is looking at
himself, and seeing how bad he, and others have become. You ever hear a message this deep an any
other metal bands you listen to?
Though the roots of the Chain Gang do seem to be from a Hard Rock/Metal background,
other songs on the album prove that they have another side to them as well (though, not much
brighter, but...) "Rooster," the famous Vietnam song, shows that a powerful song doesn't have to
have a power chord pulling it along. Another of my favorites, "Rain When I Die," seems more
along the Rock side of music, and has the narrative of a man wondering if that infamous "she" will
ever forgive him, wondering what her attitude will be like when he dies. Doesn't sound like the
formula I use for my Metal songs.
So what am I saying? Alice In Chains, though too "mainstream" for those indie-punkers out
there, still has a sound that fits into several categories, with lyrics that just pull you into that mad,
mad world we live it. I'm not sure what people will tell you who've discovered them from Jar Of
Flies, but Alice is definitely one band to listen for, and to, in the future.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Water Logged
by Blaine Brazzle
The sun set on the horizon leaving a trail of reddish to pink shy in an overhead view of the
clear water. The water washed upon the shore a cluster of driftwood, with shapely figures
intermittent in the texture of this wood. Tangled secretly on the underside of this cluster of
driftwood was a complex organization of green and brown sediment, water weeds, and mucky slime.
As the water retreated from the shore the mess of entangled water trash settled in an arena of wet
sand and mud. As this act of bizarre nature was completed, a set of tan, delicately nimble feet came
squishing to a stop directly in front of it. The tan feet went up into extremely long, desirable, tan
legs. The rest of the body was beautifully figured, shaped, and outlined in an almost electric glow.
The face contained a beautiful smile, colorful blue eyes, long black eyelashes, and a pudgy, but pretty
nose. The long black tresses gave her a beautifully seductive, extremely desirable and attractive look.
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All these features came together to make a beautiful, sexy young woman who was in a universe all
her own. This young woman's name was Samantha; she was 19, and she lived by the shore in
northern California.
Two arms enveloped her from behind, grasping her around her waist in a tight, but gentle
grip. Then a deep, gentle voice says, "I got you little girl. No more running from me, I've got you
and I'm not going to let you go." He kisses her lightly on the cheek and smiles, "Ready to go for a
little dip... a skinny dip that is." She smiles and replies, "Only if you're man enough to skinny dip
with me, boy." She breaks free of his grip and runs for the water. On the way there she removes
her bathing suit a piece at a time and then finally jumps into the water buck naked. She giggles
loudly turning in the water to face him and yells out, "Come in; the water's fine, boy." Laughing
ecstatically she moves farther in the water. He quickly removes what little clothes he has on and
runs into the water. He swims quickly trying to catch up with her when all of a sudden something
pulls him under. The fright of sudden surprise makes him gasp and fills his mouth with water. He
trashes wildly in utmost terror, his life screaming past him in a blinding white flash. His eyes scan
methodically taking in the surroundings of the underwater hell. He feels a yank on his leg, then a
sensation of numbness, making him look down. He immediately sees red, which he knows to be
blood. Out of the corner of his eye he sees a large bulk of grey. His mind automatically yells out,
"Shark," and he panics. Rising to the top of the water on a impulse of fear and desperation, he
gasps just before being ripped back underwater to perish. His head rolls down to see the blood
bubbles ripple into his eyes, causing a crimson rush sight and sensation. Then in an instantaneous
aftereffect there is a rush of water into his face and a smile toothed grin surges toward him. The
grin opens to devour the feast at hand and a scream is blood curdled and waterlogged. His head
snaps back retreating in the thought sense, into nothingness and darkness. The shark's mouth
encloses over the head of its prey; its teeth pierce the flesh of the neck, then rips instinctively. An
explosion of blood erupts into the water and into the predator’s monstrous, immense muzzle. The
remainder of the corpse starts to float to the bottom, but the shark gulps down the head and surges
forward to grasp the headless corpse in its hungry jaws.
Meanwhile Sammantha is in a deeply frightened stage for she has heard the wild, frantic
splashing behind her. She panics not knowing whether to stay where she is or try and return to
shore. She knows not what has become of her companion, just that he is no longer alive. She,
however, has several theories, none conclusive enough to strengthen her confidence. The decision
comes to her mere seconds before she acts; she quickly breaks for shore. As she swims she feels a
eerie bump against her right leg then a sickening draining feeling. She stops because of this weird
draining feeling which seems like all her energy is being sucked from hr in a foreign way. Then in a
glance of horror she looks at her legs and only sees one complete one. The left is intact, but the
right is a stub of mangled bone and crimson meaty flesh, coated in dark blood. She screams a
soundless shriek in utter terror. Sam mindlessly thrashes wildly; had she been in a rational state of
mind she might know how stupid it was to do such a thing.
Simultaneously the shark moves slowly to the top of the water to move in for the attack. As
it reaches the top it skims across the water leaving a rippling effect in its wake. It moves closer by
the second, and as it gets a few feet away it opens its jaws to bite.
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Sam treaded water slowly, her energy disintegrating by the second where her will to live
excelerated. Then without warning she felt an extreme urge to look behind her. She saw grey mere
seconds before she felt the impact. The shark's mouth clamped down on her waist and it seemed to
snap in half like if a man were to snap a twig. Blood splattered like a crashing wave and half of each
body segment littered the top of the water. There it floated mercilessly, just before a quick whoosh
of the shark grabbed the upper half of Sam's body. A slight, almost silent raspy screech escaped her
just before the shark's mouth enveloped her in its mouth.
On shore four young people ran to the edge of the water and one said questioned, "I
wonder where Sam and her mystery guy are. Oh well, I guess we'll have to go swim without them."
"But what if there's a shark out there?" one of the young women replies with a little fear in
her face.
"Ah, there ain't no shark out there that'll hurt you. Come on, let's go," says one of the young
men as he runs into the surf. The rest follow and they all begin to swim out.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
Drum, My Heart
by Cerrah Seal
When man first came into the world he was nothing and he had no stories. A boy/hunter
came unto a rock that told all of the stories. The boy told his tribe and soon all the peoples had
heard the stories.
The rock also taught the boy how to make the stories and how to find the words to tell so
that all of the peoples would always remember them.
Everything is just a story told by someone, from the smallest instance to the largest, reality.
Menito himself is perhaps telling his story to the skookum of the sky.
My story is one of the drum. Every man has a drum, and the way he paints that drum tells
you who he is. That drum is his heart; and like the dance drum his heart beats in rhythm. When
that heart-drum dies down the man will die. Just like the nation will die when the people cease to
beat the drum.
The drum is everything.
The drum is like a drug. It is like the air. It is like the water, earth and fire as well. All of
these things are drugs. When you begin to leave the womb you are introduced to these things and
without them from that point on you cannot live.
Go to a dance. Live the warmth and the spiritualism of the pow-wow.
When I attended the first pow-wow I ever had I was apprehensive of the drum and of the
dance. They were foreign to me and yet I was drawn to them. Since, they have become important
things in my life. I live to dance; I live to hear the drum-beat in my heart.
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I stood then and moved to the ring of dancers. I still adorned my breech but I removed the
shirt that I had been wearing and the sash that marked me as who I am. My feet began to feel the
rhythm of the drum as my eyes watched closely the movements of the other dancers and my legs
lifted and stomped appropriately.
That was the first dance that I had ever attended and it sparked the fire within me so that
now I live for the opportunities that I get to dance.
I was walking one afternoon when I heard the drum of a Lakota man. I was drawn to it and
all other thoughts and obligations gained only my ignorance while my feet and my heart led me to
the drum.
I noticed a group of boys and two other men seated on metal chairs sitting in a field about a
drum. I joined them and sat in a chair left vacant.
I was handed a rawhide drum-beater. I began to beat in time with the white man, who was
leading the song. The other man looked at me and gave me recognition, though we have never met.
I, in turn, looked at each of the boys who were also using drum-beaters.
As the white man sang he began to shift into a new song, using the normal transition of letting the
accompanying singers continue while the he begins the new verse.
The Indian followed and I was surprised to hear my own voice as I began singing to the
beat of the drum.
The drum had led me. I know that now. I am not true-blooded Indian but my drum is that
of one. I love the drum. I love my heart and most I love when they are one.
As a "blanco" I can see how this might sound strange to the others but the Indian inside me
hears the drums of life and I soon begin to dance.
|--------------------------------------------------------------|
The Other Side Of The Coin
by Austin Rich

April 27, 1994.
10:52 P.M.

Today we made an astounding breakthrough in human research. The day started like any
normal day; I attempted to talk to them and they babbled back in an incomprehensible murmur.
Occasionally they would make sounds like we do, but they would say things like flebragermanger.
What the hell is a flebragermanger?
We then went through the next step of communication: sign language. We would swim
back and forth in these pools trying to get the humans' attention while flapping our fins. When that
didn't work we would jump through the hoops they had placed above our tanks (why they did this,
we decided, is beyond any hope of comprehension. Obviously, their race seems to think that this is
one way of solving any past differences.). Still no luck.
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We were just about to give up hope for the day. Our funding is, as you know, not all that
much, and to waste it on such a race of bestial creatures was, in your words, a waste of time and
money. Suddenly, they started throwing fish at us. This was rude on their part, but I was hungry,
and was relieved that I was finally going to eat (Calen, our chef, forgot to put in the order for this
week’s food and, to our dismay, the humans seem to have found out how to monitor our actions at
night. This would ruin our findings, so we have since relied on whatever floated our way).
However, they started throwing them (the fish, that is) high in the air, and there was no way
we could get to them without jumping out of the water. We all thought those humans had gone off
the deep end (pardon the pun) but decided that we should play along in the hopes of learning a new
angle on these delicate creatures.
Later this morning, something even stranger happened. A new thing showed up in our pool;
a box with a screen on one side. We were furious. This was getting way out of hand, and both Jarel
and myself were about to contact you to tell you we were coming home. When we watched the
screen, trying to salvage whatever might have been left of the project in the hopes of gleaning the
smallest amount of information from this act, we saw live action pictures of ourselves. This
intrigued us, because the pictures were of us catching the fish.
Why would the humans show us pictures of something we did? We watched with heavy
interest. When we did this, the humans began to get very excited, and did strange things.
As per SOP, we sent the recordings of their babblings to our monkey correspondent later
on. He translated the tape for us, and other than the usual (more mindless, unintelligible gibberish),
it said something to the effect of, "These things are self-aware!" We could only deduce that they
were, indeed, talking about us.
We have finally concluded beyond a shadow of a doubt that humans, of all the other races,
are the least intelligent creatures. They are the only ones that have found ways to destroy the planet,
blow it up, rebuild it, and blame it on someone else. In addition to that, they seem to have a very
short attention span, and can't seem to direct what little
thought processes they have toward logical, worth-while
conclusions.
Therefore, with your approval, we have decided to,
instead of researching these animals, try to domesticate them
before they destroy themselves. It will be a tough job, but
someone has to do it. I have included what I think are the
projected expenditures for the job, and in addition all the
research of the project thus far. I have also illustrated in the
research my projected calendar for their progress in doing this,
based on their ability to learn and their past attitudes toward
such proceedings.
May they see their faults soon enough to realize that we
are only trying to help them. Thank you.
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The skip of a pebble across
a still pond... The simplicity
of the ripples is to common
and ordinary to be considered
magic or mysterious... by most.

A Few Thoughts And Feelings
by Jared Watson 1994
Auburn locks that dance in
summer breezes quickens this
mans heart...

The gentle brush of fingers
against a rough, course face...
Ground fog in an autumn morning...
Sunlight through monolithic pines
in a deep wood... The creeping
of small things in the still hour
before dawn... The first steps
of a young foal in spring
time...

Moonlight on iridescent eyes
lead to soft heavens undreamed
of...
The conversation of leaves, and
drifting laughter on a midnight
street, brings mysterious thoughts
and contemplation...

All common, all regular, no magic,
no mystery, no enigma... to most.
I believe... I wonder... I dream...
Magic?... Mystery?... Yes, the
fairies dance in my field during
mid-summer night... Yes, witches
do fly over the moon... The trolls
do brood... The unicorns dance...
The ghosts spook... And the
rocks hum their ancient hymn...

The phantom cries and smells of
an abandoned fairground, brings
the hazy images of childhood
skipping across the soul...
Has all the magic fled from
this mans being? Do pranksters
and magicians still inspire
the young at heart to
contemplate the enigmas
and mysteries that are never
discussed but only dreamed
about?...

To know these things is to
know life... Without magic
and wonder, one becomes a
slave of the common and
ordinary...

What of the little people and
fairies of youth, so real, but
uncatchable to the children?
Have they fled to the far corners
of the subconsciousness, only to be
seen in slumber, or as shadows
in childhood?...

Such is not for me, for I
know, as none other can, that
magic lives forever.

This one says that magic is
real... It is kept alive by
wonder and imagination...
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[From the "Let's see HOW much you can type in 90 seconds or less series 1992]

Bad Kitties on LSD
by
Dr. Keith Haynes
Once there was a very big bunny rabbit, this has absolutely nothing to do with anything, so I
will cease speaking further on the subject of the immense bunny rabbit. There was a large cavern...or
was it a small hole in the ground...well that has little to do with this either. Anyway, a worm, or
maybe it was a fish, then again...it could of been that huge bunny rabbit as big as that guy. Anyway,
as I was saying. Here Kitty kitty kitty...BAD kitty!...and on the 8th day...which followed the 7th day,
Gawd said "let there be rabid fish frothing at the mouth" and there was a cheese sandwich. So,
Gawd ate the cheese sandwich, and then stepped on his pet duck. On the 9th day...directly before
the tenth day, Gawd said, "Let there be dead mice raining from the sky"...and it was raining cats,
and dogs. Gawd was very displeased...Especially because of what it had done to his
skylight...anyhow..he was very displeased...and there was much rejoicing. So, Gawd kicked his duck
for every frog that croaked that night. AH!!! but on the 10th day...Gawd said "Let there be credit
cards"...and then Gawd realized he had no credit...and immediately canceled that decision...
thats it...the end
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Oh No! Not The Closing-Note,-Cheap-Plug,-Plea-For-Material-&-Letters Thing!:
If you have any of the following:
Letters, Hate-Mail, Submissions, Stories, Poems, Weird Pictures, Collages, Just Plain Old Off
The Wall Shit, A Cover Layout, Tacky Bell-Bottoms, Comic Books, A Novel, Or Anything Else You
Want To See In Print,
Please send it to us at the address. This is, after all, mostly your stuff, and without it the
magazine wouldn't exist.
One last note: you can now receive a FREE (yes, there is still some of that stuff around) catalog
containing everything about A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. in it, including its brief history, a biography of all the staff
members, and what you can get from us if you order. If you want something specific, send us a letter
stating what it is and a donation ($) to our cause.
"Don't forget to eat your cereal with a fork, and do your homework in the dark.
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